We’re full
of bright
ideas

JACOPA

INNOVATION = ADDED VALUE
It’s no longer sustainable to think that what you did yesterday will be alright tomorrow.

We believe in continuously striving
to deliver improvements and ideas
which add value and that it’s no
longer sustainable to think what
you did yesterday will be alright
tomorrow.
And we don’t stop after one good idea,
we illuminate and innovate every day.

by Alex Lloyd

Managing Director, Jacopa
Many people think of innovation as a radical
change in concepts and practices. Yet in the
mature and cautious water industry, innovation
is unlikely to take the form of some radical new
invention. Arguably, it’s not since the advent
of the likes of membrane technologies or UV
disinfection that a significantly new approach
has been found and rather than being ‘game
changing’ most innovation has centred on
incremental improvements to solutions in terms
of their efficiency and cost. A more modest,
but nonetheless most appropriate definition
is therefore that innovation is in reality the
business of adding value.
As Einstein once said, “If you always do what
you always did, you will always get what you
always got.” Jacopa, believe that innovation
means continuously bringing forward new,
often quite small-scale ideas, to generate
improvements in project delivery, with an
emphasis on early collaboration to mitigate
risk and realise opportunities. This approach
is vital to ensure that the industry as a whole
can be more sustainable and meet increasingly
demanding environmental and cost challenges.
Jacopa foster innovation and add value by
sustaining a high level of expertise and offering
best-in-class customer support. We are committed
to adding value through rationalisation,
modularisation, and fabrication of systems offsite
to ensure simple, quick installation and ease of
use wherever possible. We also leverage value by
carrying an extensive inventory of spare parts and
continuously improve our ERP (enterprise resource
planning) system to ensure customers enjoy the
best possible response to their repair needs, and
by offering world-class maintenance facilities and
practices.
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• Build off-site - factory thinking
• Product standardisation and configuration
• Modular solutions
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Our focus on rationalisation, and configuration
of standard products and solutions for individual
applications, is an important aspect of
innovation. Through standardisation, we are able
to offer solutions that create the best possible
value for our customers, which is for them a
key driver. We have also focused on innovation
through market-leading design tools that ensure
that the development of products for customer
projects is undertaken effectively and efficiently.
Our library of products is continually growing
with documentation to the level required for
building information modelling (BIM) standards,
which enable the building and workflow of
projects to be significantly improved.
Innovation can also help to solve the industry’s
productivity challenges in many significant
ways and for us this entails continuous product
development and improvement. We believe in
identifying risks early and communicating both
with clients and the supply chain to ensure that
the framework for the design and scope of work,
the interface with the supply chain, and the
programming of work activity all generate ideas
about how to innovate in the detailed planning
and execution of work.
Innovation is an integral part of what Jacopa
does day to day and we recognise that
innovation must always deliver a client win.
In such a mature market, it is unlikely in
most cases that there will be game changing
innovation. However, on a smaller scale, we

Jacopa RBC

- RBC units
- Combined inlet works
- Tertiary treatment

• Improving resilience

- Pump and down-stream process protection
- Grit plant optimisation

• Network and stormwater solutions
- Screens retrofit
• Biological treatment
constantly strive to bring forward ideas to deliver
improvement by collaborating early to bring
ideas to the table which both mitigate risk and
realise opportunity. This approach is imperative
to ensure that the industry is both sustainable
and can deliver necessary output improvements
and cost savings in the future.
The simple product focused business model is
now unsustainable and clients are rightly calling
for more. Today’s market demands a customercentric, digital, agile and collaborative way of
working that delivers tangible, practical benefits
on each project and it’s certainly no longer
sustainable to think that what you did yesterday
will be alright tomorrow.

- Cost effective MBR
- High performance SAF
- Filter bed distributors

• Project management

- Early collaboration
- Continual improvement in QHSE
- Leveraging skills, experience
and knowledge

Innovation in Wastewater

www.jacopa.com

Call: +44 (0)121 511 2400
or visit: jacopa.com
instituteofwater.org.uk
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